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Artissima: The World's Jacket With Emergency

+ Manacorda: "Let yourself be surprised by the art you do not know" ROCCO
MOLITERNO

Since the collapse of the sleep states
of conventioneers, the news inspired
many works of contemporary art at
Turin festival
ROCCO MOLITERNO

TURIN

As soon as you see on the left Artissima by Guido
Costa Projects a great work through the various
colored flags, from Afghanistan to the U.S., and if
you read the title of Failed States understand that
we are in autumn 2011. The artist Peter Friedl is
named for him and failed states or at risk of
bankruptcy for one reason or another are not just
Iceland or Greece. And the world has to be careful
you can tell even from a large world map of
Jonathan Monk, by Wallner, where several
countries are represented with strips of reflective
jackets Emergency (more poetic and more to the
world map Boetti done with stamps Italian Flavio
Favelli of various ages, from Cardi Black Box).And
somehow The sleepers (The sleeper), a table of an
international conference in which all participants
are drooling in his sleep, the Italian-Libyan
Adelita Husni-Bem (from Laveronica), expresses
effectively the situation in which we are.

Of course you can not read a fair eyes of current
events, but many works somehow intercept the
sentiment of the time. Also because Artissima,
which opens today (until Sunday) at the Oval in
Turin, is able to give, with its 161 galleries, mostly
foreign, the thermometer that moves creativity in
the young (and in particular in the galleries open
for a few years: 25 of the New Entries
section). But this feeling can well-known artists:
troubled and fascinated by that sort of mirrorMinini funnel Anish Kapoor, the author very
much in fashion (with its approximately 700 000
euro is the most expensive listing in the
exhibition). If you can before you put the fear of
being engulfed in a sort of black hole, like that of
our public finances.
Artissima For there is a match between tunnels
and galleries open for a few months. So do not
miss the London Lisson: "We decided to focus on
a dialogue between Tony Cragg and Jason
Martin," they explain. And the elusive sculptures
of one (several tens to several hundreds of
thousands of dollars value) are compared with the
other paintings hypermatter (cost a little 'less) in
a stand of great elegance. A little further on you
can find 13 000 euros two sheep with golden
horns, along with a gong. "I just opened my
gallery - Samy explains the Parisian Abraham - I
enjoyed the work of Nicolas Milho: he discovered
that the Elysée, the presidential palace where he
lives today, Sarkozy was once the home of
Madame de Pompadour. And then it was
fashionable to have flocks of sheep in the park. So
he builds and sells the sheep. " And if many jobs
require an explanation to be understood, there
are other immediate emotion, like the chairs
forming a circle round the Dialogue by Monica de
Cardenas Claudia Losi (less than 20 000 euros) or
movies d ' William Kentdridge animation (over
100 000 euros) by Lia Rumma. Sometimes to
draw is the name of the Gallery: Christian
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Andersen in Copenhagen to have a kind of fairy
tale tulle hung those tissues as if they were
paintings, the Swedish Astrid Svangren. Are
yellow and orange, take them away for a little over
ten thousand euros.
Among the stands of the exhibition led by Francis
Manacorda is easy to find visiting the directors of
the events 'competitors'. So, shoulder bag and
jaunty step, you can cross Slotocer Matthew,
director of the London Frieze Art Fair and Silvia
Evangelisti Bologna does not hide his admiration
for the festival in Turin: "I do not feel in
competition - he says - because it covers a
different slice of the market. I like the air we
breathe here. I think this shows how artists react
to the crisis today. " A crisis for the Evangelists is
not just economic. And before this there are those
who respond with a little work 'concept 50 years
and who you invent games that displace.There are
some who does not hide the anguish of existence
refer to pursue his own self-portrait in a loaf,
"Bread - explains Giovanni Morbin by
Artericambi - is a universal language. So I put the
dough in a cast ceramic that mimics my features
and bake them. In a bakery on Via Mazzini gifts
during the fair thousands of these loaves, which I
called Fourth week. I also like the idea of
anthropophagy, reflects the world we live in "(not
live by bread alone, however, the man, and who
wants to try the egg with truffles, as mentioned in
the press conference Manacorda can go Speedy of
the fast-starred chef John Grasso, who is also in
the vaults of the Oval). Playful and happy are the
citrus fruits that says sea, sea, on the floor of the
New York gallery French-Balice Hertling &
Lewis.
There is wheat flour, but rather the work of the
group Slave Spring Wheat and Tatars, for sale
(over 10 thousand euros) from The Third Line
gallery in Dubai the only present at the Oval. The
group sees artists from Poland and Iran, and
recent work is a dual homage to the Iranian

Resistance and Solidarity, the Polish trade union
of 80 years. Instead refer to previous rebellions
both a Che Guevara covered with colored pencils,
and especially since the film Mazzuchelli Repetto
proposes that the gallery in "Back to the
Future." Mazzucchelli threw cushions and other
inflatable objects output from factories in Sesto
San Giovanni, and watched people's reactions. In
this section, an abundance of works of artists such
as Ketty La Rocca or Giosetta Fioroni that marked
70 years in the art by women. Those were
unfortunately Years of Lead and reminiscent of a
young artist like Eva Frappicini Peola proposes
that the photographs of the pavements and streets
of Turin and Rome the scene of attacks flirting
with the exhibition. In the Pinacoteca Agnelli will
dedicate tomorrow to Gilbert & George is the
Neapolitan art dealer Artiaco.
Postcard from him the irreverent British pair cost
about 23 000 euros. Turin is still the city of Arte
Povera, and no shortage of celebrated works of
the movement with the major exhibition of Celant
in Rivoli. From a Russian Tucci Paolini costs
about 120 000 euros. From Sprovieri more or less
the same a Kounellis. It also works as lost gallery
of followers (happy in this case) as Alexander
Sciaraffa, that with large drums of parchment
filled with metal beads and suspended in the air
poetically reproduces the sound of the surf. The
sound of the sea, you know, is hypnotic, but who
wants to experience a real hypnosis can go in the
basement of the fair where by "Simple Rational
Approximations," the museum "impermanent"
designed by Lara Favaretto in tandem with
Manacorda Raimundas Malasauskas hypnotizes
the visitors and offers them in his sleep the vision
of great shows of the past. Here art is sleeping,
but it can also wake up with his impertinence, as
in the case of the artist LG Williams / The
Estate Of LG Williams exhibits at the gallery
Super Window Project in Kyoto Better than
Picasso. The work does not really exist, but you
take away the plate for only 2500 euros.

